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Abstract. This paper presents the conversion of the Isarn Thai phonetic alphabet for
the Nyaw language using basic rules of linguistics in which the characteristics of input
sentences are written in the standard Thai language. The proposed framework consists of
2 main processes: the first process uses the string matching method to search for words
from the Nyaw language dictionary, and the second process applies the word segmentation
method by comparing the longest word with a Thai dictionary. The first part results are
divided into two cases, i.e., the case of the word found in the dictionary and the case of
the word not found in the dictionary. For the first case, the words are identified to Nyaw
phonetic alphabet. For the second case, the rest words are processed in the second process
to re-segmentation using the longest matching algorithm with Thai dictionary. Finally,
the word segmentation results will be converted into phonetic alphabets using the basic
rules of the Isarn Thai language. To confirm the proposed method, we employed about 568
sentences in the experiments, and we found that the efficiency of the sentence conversion
was up to 82.52% greater than the traditional method. As a result, the proposed method
satisfies the requirements for building a speech synthesis system.
Keywords: Nyaw language, Linguistic rule-based, Phonetic alphabet

1. Introduction. Phonetic analysis is one of the most challenging problems in the field
of natural language processing (NLP). Several literature approaches, such as the Roma-
nian language transcription system, applied the phonetic analysis in the text-to-speech
processing component of the Romanian language for grapheme-to-phoneme converting [1].
The phonetic analysis converts lexical orthographic symbols to phonetic representations,
along with the possibility of critical information such as stress positions [2,3]. Thai words
to phonetic alphabet converting algorithm proposed by [2] applied the linguistic rules and
Thai dictionaries, which stored data in a structured form. Then the longest matching
word selection method was adopted to separate words and syllables. In addition, a study
on transferring Thai written language to Roman characters proposed by [4] solved lexical
ambiguity by determining the probability of using the n-gram in choosing the form, scope
and syllable pronunciation. [5] presented a study of the development of phonetic alphabet
writing by applying a data warehouse of the word segmentation called Tag Corpus Orchid
to solve the challenge of reading many phonetic words in Thai.

Central Thai is the most common form of the Thai language. However, there are several
Thai dialects, such as Isarn, Lanna Southern and Thai-Nyaw [6]. Although the central
Thai language is the official language of Thais, people in localities still use traditional
dialects in their daily communication. Communicating with different dialects might not
be classified as entirely incomprehensible, but it is often confusing and misunderstood.
Thai-Nyaw, also known as Nyaw, is one of the dialects of the Thai language, which is very
similar to Laos’s language, referred to Isarn Thai dialect. The writing of Nyaw initially has
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a unique style and recently used Thai characters, but they are still different in phonetic
systems. Writing the sentences in both Nyaw and Isan Thai language also used consonants
and vowels of the Thai language. However, the Thai phonetic system cannot completely
replace pronunciations of the Nyaw language. Therefore, the Isan Thai pronunciation
system is used to improve the efficiency of the phonetic conversion system.
This paper proposes the conversion of the Isarn Thai phonetic alphabet for use with the

Nyaw language by applying basic linguistic rules. The main contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.
1) We proposed a phonetic translation method that combines the well-known string

matching and longest matching algorithms with the linguistic rules-based approach to
cope with the known and unknown words of the Nyaw language.
2) The Nyaw sentences are one of the local data that are challenging to collect both

online and offline, and a few sentences are not enough to evaluate the performance of
the phonetic characters conversion method. Therefore, we made a number of sentences on
several situations to evaluate the proposed method properly.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the

related works on the phonetic alphabet of central Thai, Nyaw, and Isarn Thai language.
Section 3 offers the proposed method. In Section 4, we provide details of the experiment
and results. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusion of the paper and suggestions for
future work.

2. Related Work. This section provides the details of Thai, Nyaw, and Isarn Thai
languages consisting of consonants, vowels, tones, and their phonetic alphabet. These
details are necessary for generating the final phonetic alphabet for the Nyaw language
using the proposed method.

2.1. Thai language. Central Thai is the official language of the Kingdom of Thailand for
both spoken and written languages. For the written language, it consists of consonants,
vowels, and tonal, which have a particular name and symbol for each. There are 44
consonants in the Thai alphabet, divided into three groups according to sound as low,
middle, and high (also known as “Tri-yang”) as follows:
High: there are 11 consonants which are
Middle: there are 9 consonants which are

Low: there are 24 consonants which are
Besides, there are 32 vowels in Thai, i.e.,

, 21 consonant units in which are divided into three groups as nine short
sound vowel units, i.e., and nine long sound vowel units, i.e.,

and three compound vowel units, i.e., [6]. For the tone
marks, there are four forms, i.e., which consist of five tonal sound units, i.e.,
ordinary sound, masterpiece sound, master sound, triple sound, and fourth sound (see
Table 3).
Thai phonetic alphabet: The phonetic alphabet refers to the letters and symbols

used to represent different types of sounds, e.g., symbols for vowels, consonants, tones and
other special phonetic marks. Therefore, each language has its own phonetic alphabet that
can represent the sound of that language. Those phonetics are represented by the Interna-
tional Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) [2,4,7-9], an alphabetic system of phonetic notation based
primarily on the Latin script, as shown in the following table. Table 1 shows the division
of consonants into 21 phonemes and their phonetic alphabet. As shown, the number of 21
consonant sounds and 21 vowel phonemes, consists of phonemes at the beginning of the
syllable and phonemes at the middle of all syllables, but there are only nine consonant
phonemes at the end of the syllable, as shown in Table 2, whereas five phonetic alphabets
of the four forms of the tone marks are shown in Table 3.
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Table 1. Initial consonant unit, and single and compound vowel unit

Table 2. Final consonant unit

2.2. Nyaw language. Nyaw ethnic group are originally lived in large numbers in Hongsa,
and Khammuan, a territory in Laos, and then they are immigrated to settle in Thailand
[10]. In the areas of Northeast and the East of Thailand it was found that the Nyaw
ethnic groups moved to settle in many provinces, e.g., Nong Khai, Udon Thani, Maha
Sarakham, Sakon Nakhon, Nakhon Phanom, Mukdahan, Khon Kaen, Nakhon Sawan,
Saraburi, Prachin Buri and Sa Kaeo.
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Table 3. Tones of Thai language

In addition, it also found that the Nyaw ethnic groups were living in Cambodia, such as
Banteay Meechai and Udon Meechai. Regarding their written language used in the past,
they used the Dharma character script or Thai Noi characters like Thai Isarn people.
However, they are currently using Thai characters, and their language was declared on
the National Intangible Cultural Heritage List in 2014.
The distinctive features of the Nyaw language are similar to the Isarn Thai language and

Lao language in the dialect of Luang Prabang, which is considered one of the fascinations
of the Nyaw language. In this regard, the Nyaw language consists of 19 consonants, 18
single vowels, three compound vowels, four tones, six diphthongs [11], e.g., a vowel “ ” of
a word that corresponds to the vowel “ ”of standard Thai language, for example, “ ” =
“ ” (heart), “ ” = “ ” (give), “ ” = “ ” (adult), “ ” = “ ” (under), “ ” =“ ”
(near), “ ” =“ ” (leaf). Another distinctive feature is the question word, e.g., “ ”
or “ ” = “ ” (what?), “ ” or “ ” = “ ” (what is that?), “ ” or “ ”
= “ ” (how?), e.g., “ ” = “ ”, “ ” = “ ” (how do you say?),
“ ” = “ ” (when?), “ ” = “ ”, e.g., “ ” = “ ” (where are you
going?). Moreover, the word in interrogative sentences about people, for instance, “ ”
or “ ” = “ ” (who?), can be used at the beginning and the end of the sentence, e.g.,
“ ” = “ ” (who came to me?), “ ” = “ ” (who called me?), “ ”
= “ ” (who is that?).

2.3. Isarn Thai language. Isarn Thai is a popular language spoken in various provinces
in the Northeast of Thailand. The sound form of the language can be divided into con-
sonant sounds, vowels sounds, and tones with tonal and vowel sounds which are different
in some locals or some provinces. For the Isarn Thai language, there is no diphthong in
which it is considered a distinct difference from standard Thai [6,12]. The differences in
consonants, vowels and tones between standard Thai and Isarn Thai are shown in Tables
4, 5 and 6, respectively. An example of the differences in the sound of standard Thai and
Isarn Thai are shown in Table 7.

Table 4. Consonant sounds of Thai and Isarn Thai language phonetic alphabet
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Table 5. Vowel sounds of Thai and Isarn Thai language phonetic alphabet

Table 6. Tones of Isarn Thai language phonetic alphabet

Table 7. Example of the differences in the sound of standard Thai and
Isarn Thai language

Both Nyaw and Isan Thai languages employed Thai consonants and vowels in their
phrases, but their phonetic systems are still different. However, the writing of Nyaw
initially has a unique style, and the Thai phonetic system cannot completely replace all
pronunciations of the Nyaw language. In this paper, the Isan Thai pronunciation system
is introduced to improve the efficiency of the proposed phonetic conversion system.

2.4. Dictionary. The proposed method applied the dictionary of the National Electron-
ics and Computer Technology Center [13] and also used the 500 words of Nyaw dictionary
[14] which relied on the pronunciation system of the Isarn Thai to determine the Nyaw
phonetic alphabet. The structure and example of the Nyaw dictionary are shown in Table
8.

3. Proposed Method. The Nyaw language still uses the Thai alphabet for writing, and
most of their sentences are also short sentences or phrases. However, they are different
in the pronunciation system in which a spoken of the Nyaw language in the locality is
similar to the Isarn Thai language. Therefore, the type of sentences or phrases used in
this research is a sentence that is only used in daily life.
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Table 8. The structure and example of the Nyaw dictionary

The processing steps of the proposed method can be divided into two main processes
as follows.
First step, we implement a string matching algorithm for determining the known or

unknown words from the Nyaw dictionary. The known words are then directly translated
to Nyaw phonetic alphabet from the dictionary.
Second step, only the unknown words got from the first step are segmented by the

longest matching algorithm with a Thai dictionary.
Then, the Nyaw phonetic alphabets are achieved by the proposed Isarn Thai rules-

based language translation. The main process of the proposed method is shown in Figure
1 and details of all processes are provided as follows.

Figure 1. The main process of the proposed method
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3.1. Word segmentation using the Nyaw dictionary. In the first step, the string
matching algorithm [15] is applied to determining the word boundary in any sentence or
text according to the word in the Nyaw dictionary [14]. This algorithm finds the start
position and end position of the word in which the process can be performed according
to Algorithm 1. For example, T = “ ” (Kaew, where have you been?), the result

from this process is W = {w7 ( )} and we then also got a phoneme = SĂY from the
dictionary.

3.2. Word segmentation for the unknown word. For the remaining sentences from
the previous process that consist of the character or string that do not appear in the Nyaw
dictionary, it will be segmented using the longest matching algorithm [16,17] according to
Algorithm 2. The process also uses the dictionary to decide an appropriate word boundary
in which it considers the sentence to finding the word in the left to the right direction. This
process is performed until finding the end of the sentence, e.g., spacing or new paragraph.
Then, the part of the sentence will be decided as a word if it is founded in the dictionary.
Otherwise, the length of the sentence will be decreasing. The process will be repeated
until the sentence can be paired with some word in the dictionary. We add the marker
after the position that the word is founded as the backtracking point to repeat the longest
matching process for finding the next words. For instance, T = “ ”, the result from
this process is W = {w1 ( ), w5 ( ), w9 ( )}.

3.3. Conversion rules for Nyaw phonetics. Finally, the words achieved by all seg-
mentation processes will be converted to the Nyaw phonetics according to the rules of the
pronunciation system of the Isarn Thai language [6]. To build these conversion rules, we
considered the basics of the Nyaw language, which consists of 20 consonants, 21 vowels,
nine short vowels, nine long vowels, three compound vowels, and tonal sounds of six
phonemes. It can be converted into Nyaw language by categorizing three types of syllable
structures by defining symbols to build the conversion rules as
c = Consonant, T = Tone, v = Verb and Short vowel, and vv = Long vowel
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There are three types of phonetic conversion rules for Mono-syllabic, Di-syllabic and
Tri-syllabic as follows.
Mono-syllabic consists of three phoneme conversion rules as follows:

Rule 1. cvvT Rule 2. cvcT Rule 3. cvvcT
Di-syllabic consists of ten phoneme conversion rules as follows:

Rule 1. cvTcvvT Rule 2. cvvTcvvT Rule 3. cvTcvvcT

Rule 4. cvvTcvvcT Rule 5. cvTcvcT Rule 6. cvcTcvcT

Rule 7. cvvcTcvcT Rule 8. cvvcTcvvcT Rule 9. cvcTcvvT

Rule 10. cvvcTcvvT

Tri-syllabic consists of eight phoneme conversion rules as follows:

Rule 1. cvTcvcTcvvT Rule 2. cvTcvvcTcvvT Rule 3. cvcTcvTcvcT

Rule 4. cvcTcvTcvvcT Rule 5. cvcTcvTcvT Rule 6. cvcTcvTcvvT

Rule 7. cvvTcvTcvvT Rule 8. cvTcvvcTcvcT

However, to determine whether any word is Mono-syllabic, Di-syllabic, or Tri-syllabic
can be performed by considering the word structure; the consonants and vowels are com-
pared to the structure of phonetic conversion rules to discover the rule that matches the
word structure.
Table 10 illustrated examples of applying the rules for phoneme conversion from the

Nyaw language “ ” (Kaew, where have you been?) to their phoneme.
Finally, we then combine the results obtained from Section 3.1, Section 3.2, and Section

3.3 to build the final results as T = { }.

4. Experiment and Results. In the experiment, we found that the efficiency of the
phonetic conversion method is also dependent on the efficiency of the word segmentation
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Table 9. Example of applying three types of phonetic conversion rules

Table 10. Example of applying the conversion rules

algorithm. Therefore, the performance evaluation of the proposed method consists of two
parts, i.e., the results from known words and the results from unknown words. In this
regard, we used precision, recall, and F-measure [18] according to (1) as follows:

F-measure =
2× recall× precision

recall + precision
(1)

where precision is the number of correct conversions of the word from the proposed method
divided by the total conversion results from the proposed method, and recall is the number
of correct conversions of the word from the proposed method divided by the results from
the expert.
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This research intended to consider only the word that appears in the dictionary with
not more than three syllables. Due to the fact that the Isan Thai language has a limitation
in the syllable structure, and it is used only by the local people, it causes most of the
words to arise and appear to be cognate words. For the result of all segmented words, the
efficiency of word segmentation will be determined in two levels (syllable and word level)
before applying the phonetic conversion rule. The results are shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Word segmentation result on syllable and word level

Level Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
Syllable 78.42 82.86 80.53
Word 84.26 80.51 82.34

In the experiments, we used 68 sentences of Nyaw language that were used in daily
life from the book of Nyaw language and food [19], and 500 sentences made by the
researcher with all 4,098 words. To build the 500 additional sentences, we collected the
data from the expert interviews, the words from the Nyaw dictionary [14], modified the
sentences from the book [19], and the sentences collected from daily life used in the Nyaw
dialect. We compared phonetic translation efficiency with the longest matching, the basis
and the popularity of the Thai word segmentation algorithm [2,15,16,20] to evaluate
the proposed method, as shown in Table 12. We found that the phonetic translation
efficiency of the longest matching algorithm only achieved 72.78%, 76.54%, and 74.61%
for precision, recall, and F-measure, respectively. Whereas the efficiency of the proposed
phonetic translation method achieved precision 80.20%, recall 84.97%, and F-measure
82.52%.

Table 12. Comparison of phonetic translation efficiency obtained by the
longest matching algorithm and the proposed method

Methods Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
Longest matching 72.78 76.54 74.61
Propose method 80.20 84.97 82.52

5. Conclusions and Future Work. The Nyaw dialect has a limitation of syllable struc-
ture because it is localized to only local people different from the standard Thai language,
cognate terms. However, the Nyaw language is similar to Isarn Thai but different in the
spoken accent, in which some sounds cannot be substituted. Therefore, this paper pro-
posed converting Nyaw words into phonetic characters using linguistic rules that applied
the conversion rules of the Isarn Thai language pronunciation system. The results showed
that the proposed method could gain good effectiveness and be useful. However, the miss-
ing character in the words or some differences in phoneme of the Nyaw language can be
further developed in the future.
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